SPORTS SERIES ACCESSORIES RANGE
“BRUCE McLAREN WAS A RACING DRIVER AND AN ENGINEER WITH AN INSATIABLE APPETITE TO WIN. I LIKE TO THINK HE SUMMED UP THE ETHOS OF THE COMPANY HE STARTED. AT McLAREN, WE BELIEVE IN CONSTANT PRODUCT EVOLUTION AND NEVER-ENDING INNOVATION. I GUESS THAT’S OUR RACING TEAM HERITAGE COMING THROUGH. IT’S ALSO, VERY MUCH, THE VOICE OF OUR FOUNDER.”

MIKE FLEWITT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, McLAREN AUTOMOTIVE
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McLaren is, of course, a legendary name in Formula One™. Our success has been built on constant innovation, attention to detail and a commitment to putting the driver at the centre of all we do. We adopt these same principles in every road car we produce.

Our mission has been to design the perfect driver’s car. Not an out-and-out racer, but one that combines supercar performance with practicality, luxury and supreme control. Elements like the seating position, sight lines and responsiveness have all been finely tuned to make driving a McLaren both an everyday joy and a truly rare experience. This is more than just a range of sports cars, it’s a game changer.
Sports Series has taken all we know about supercars and distilled it into a convention-defying sports vehicle. Handcrafted just metres from the home of the Formula One™ race team, the Sports Series has broken new ground in technology, style and materials.

The result is a range that seamlessly integrates form with function; that is as exciting and thrilling to look at as it is to drive; that helps you feel just as composed on a race track as on a leisurely drive to the coast.

**Tailored to your individual taste**
The opportunity to personalise your Sports Series vehicle to your own taste with a wealth of exterior and interior possibilities, makes owning a McLaren even more satisfying. Many of these options take advantage of the exceptional high strength and low weight of carbon fibre.

**Genuine McLaren Accessories**
Our accessories are designed by McLaren engineers and produced within touching distance of our Formula One™ cars. All have been extensively tested in situ and are the perfect enhancement for your Sports Series vehicle. To add further exclusivity, McLaren Special Operations (MSO) are also able to provide a truly bespoke service to ensure your McLaren is genuinely one of a kind. For more information, contact your local McLaren Retailer.

---

**DESIGNED TO OUTPERFORM IN EVERY ASPECT**

---

**A CHOICE OF CARBON FIBRE FINISH**

Whatever suits your personal style, we have a carbon fibre finish to match. Gloss carbon fibre offers a mirror like finish, revealing the strands of carbon weave underneath. Satin carbon fibre has a subtle lustre for a more restrained effect.

[Carbon fibre gloss finish]

[Carbon fibre satin finish]
There’s no doubt that every McLaren is a head turner – a beautiful, sleek, powerful racer that leaves a lasting impression on drivers, passengers and onlookers alike.

With our carefully chosen exterior accessories, manufactured to extreme tolerances using the finest materials, you can enhance your own vehicle even further.

The carefully developed McLaren exterior packs are comprised of accessories that complement each other perfectly. Individual accessories are also available to help make your Sports Series vehicle a true reflection of your individual style.
Our Sports Series exterior packs consist of accessories that complement each other beautifully. Engineered in carbon fibre for durability, weight saving and sheer kerb appeal, they instantly lift your McLaren to an even higher level of aesthetic presence.
Sometimes less is more. It’s certainly true in the case of this hand picked combination of side skirts, aero blades and rear diffuser all in carbon fibre.

Go one step further with a transformational pack of side skirts, aero blades, rear diffuser, side intakes, door inserts, front splitter and rear bumper all in carbon fibre.

A stand out selection of side skirts, aero blades, rear diffuser, side intakes, door inserts, front splitter, rear bumper, door mirror casing, rear wing, rear deck and plenum cover all in carbon fibre.

Quicken pulses with this stunning set comprising of aero blades, side skirts, rear diffuser and your choice of wheels and coloured brake calipers.

**570S UPGRADE PACK**
STEALTH SPORTS PACK.
SLEEK, UNDERSTATED STYLE

STEALTH SPORTS PACK

Be seen and heard with this exclusive performance selection, comprising of stealth badges, stealth sports exhaust, stealth finish sport forged wheels and Pirelli Corsa tyres.
Stealth sports exhaust

Stealth finish sport forged wheels and Pirelli Corsa tyres
DESIGN YOUR OWN EXTERIOR

Our engineers consider every element of a McLaren Sports Series vehicle. We expect many of our customers to have the same exacting eye for detail. With that in mind we offer a menu of individual accessories, giving complete control over the finishing touches. Each component perfectly complements your McLaren, enhancing the vehicle in line with your personal style.
Carbon fibre rear wing, rear bumper, rear deck and plenum cover
EXTERIOR

Carbon fibre side skirt

Carbon fibre side intakes and exterior door inserts
Carbon fibre aero blades
Stealth sports exhaust and rear diffuser
The cabin of your Sports Series vehicle is designed with meticulous attention to detail. Every element is arranged to create a driving experience that is ergonomic and relaxed yet inescapably thrilling.

The range of McLaren designed packs and individual interior accessories enables you to tailor this environment to enhance your driving pleasure and express your individual style.
SWITCH PACK
UPPER SPEAKER SURROUND
SURROUND
STEERING WHEEL AND EXTENDED SHIFT PADDLES
IRIS SURROUND
SIDE TUNNELS
SWITCH PACK
SIDE TUNNELS
INTERIOR PACKS FOR A SEAMLESS FIT

The carefully selected components for McLaren interior packs complement each other perfectly and sit seamlessly within the uncluttered layout of the cabin space.

These accessories are designed in sleek carbon fibre to enhance your vehicle’s aesthetics, minimise weight and provide a touch of individuality that makes owning your McLaren even more special.

INTERIOR 1

Even small touches can make a big difference. This collection offers switch packs, IRIS surround, upper speaker surround and side tunnels all in carbon fibre.

INTERIOR 2

Make more of a statement with this hand picked selection of switch packs, IRIS surround, upper speaker surround, side tunnels, sill finisher and wheel arches all in carbon fibre.

INTERIOR 3

The ultimate in carbon fibre accessories, this pack consists of switch packs, IRIS surround, upper speaker surround, side tunnels, sill finisher, wheel arches and steering wheel with extended shift paddles all in carbon fibre.
Steering wheel with carbon fibre spokes and extended shift paddles
Carbon fibre switch pack and IRIS surround
INTERIOR

Carbon fibre upper speaker surround

Carbon fibre sill finisher with branding
Carbon fibre side tunnels

Coloured seat belts
Super lightweight – diamond cut
Your Sports Series vehicle is a powerful performer, made sensationally apparent by its beautifully fluid lines and action-packed stance. Wheels and brakes are a particular focal point and can transform the look of your vehicle.

The McLaren range of expertly engineered, forged alloy wheels and coloured brake calipers add a dash of individuality, reflecting your personality in a striking yet understated fashion.
WHEELS. MAKE A STATEMENT

McLaren alloy wheels are forged from the finest materials, resulting in an incredible strength to weight ratio. Choose from a range of stand-out styles to tailor your Sports Series vehicle to your personal taste.
BRAKE CALIPERS. SHOW YOUR COLOURFUL SIDE

Lightweight, exceptionally durable and offering a teasing glimpse of colour through the spokes of your wheel, McLaren Brake Calipers will announce your arrival with impeccable style.
PROTECTING YOUR ASSET

Your Sports Series vehicle is a thing of beauty – and one that deserves the finest protection from all outside influences. McLaren protection products keep the high specification materials of your Sport Series vehicle in pristine condition, whilst showcasing its beautifully sleek lines.
OUTDOOR COVERS

Designed to protect your Sports Series vehicle from the elements and featuring a robust strap to keep everything in place during high winds.

INDOOR COVER

The indoor cover is tailored for a figure-hugging fit and fleece lined to be infinitely gentle on your McLaren’s paintwork.
Ash tray

Skid plates
McLaren Special Operations (MSO) has been creating vehicles to customers’ highly particular requirements since 2011. This team has developed the rarest of skills and expertise enabling them to create the most bespoke McLaren vehicles possible.

A menu of exclusive MSO options is now available to all McLaren owners. These accessories have been designed, engineered and developed by our MSO team with the same care and attention they lavish on every one of their projects.

Your Sports Series is already a special vehicle, but MSO can help you make it even more of an individual statement. For more information on how MSO can help you personalise your vehicle, contact your local McLaren Retailer.
MSO PACK. FOR THE DEFINITIVE SPORTS SERIES

A collection of MSO options carefully put together for you to create a true MSO McLaren, this pack elevates your Sports Series to a new level of exclusivity.

EXTERIOR

Transform your vehicle into one that turns heads with side skirts, aero blades, rear diffuser, side intakes, door inserts, MSO front splitter, MSO rear bumper, door mirror casing, MSO rear wing, rear deck and plenum cover all in carbon fibre, together with super lightweight wheels (not shown).

INTERIOR

Surround yourself with carbon fibre by choosing this collection of switch packs, IRIS surround, upper speaker surround, side tunnels, sill finisher, wheel arches and MSO steering wheel with extended shift paddles.
Carbon fibre rear wing and bumper
SET YOUR SPORTS SERIES APART

The menu of individual MSO options provides an inspirational opportunity to give your Sports Series vehicle a unique level of personalisation. To truly tailor your McLaren to your individual style through the bespoke service available from MSO, contact your local McLaren Retailer.

Carbon fibre roof

Carbon fibre front splitter
Carbon fibre steering wheel in dimpled leather with extended carbon fibre shift paddles

Carbon fibre steering wheel in alcantara with extended carbon fibre shift paddles
Lightweight forged wheels in gloss black
The McLaren name is synonymous with engineering excellence. Which is why, wherever the logo is used, you are assured of the ultimate quality. Our collection of lifestyle accessories is proof of this, with every item crafted to the highest standards, down to the smallest detail.

The beautiful set of weekend luggage is a prime example. Specifically designed to fit neatly on the capacious McLaren 570GT Touring Deck and equally at home in the Sports Series luggage compartment, it features stitching inspired by the shape of the seats and an exclusive interior lining graphic influenced by the silhouette of the side intake. These details make the luggage unique to McLaren and an ideal travelling companion.

For more information on the McLaren range of luggage, apparel and other lifestyle accessories please contact your local McLaren Retailer.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

To find out more about McLaren Sports Series Accessories, please contact your local McLaren Retailer or visit cars.mclaren.com

FOLLOW McLAREN AUTOMOTIVE

Facebook.com/mclarenautomotive Instagram.com/McLarenAuto
Twitter.com/McLarenAuto YouTube.com/McLarenAutomotiveTV

THANKS TO ALL OUR PARTNERS
McLaren Automotive Limited is registered in England and Wales (company number 01967717) and has its registered office at McLaren Technology Centre, Chertsey Road, Woking, Surrey, GU21 4YH, England.
Telephone Number +44 (0) 1483 261500. VAT number GB 974 8370 73

All information, illustrations and specifications in this brochure are based on data available and are correct at the time of issue. The availability of options may vary between markets due to local restrictions and regulations and/or between models. Some illustrations in this brochure may not necessarily reflect the specifications or options available in your local market or for all models and may show optional equipment. All images shown are for illustration purposes only. The specifications contained in this brochure are for information purposes only and McLaren Automotive reserves the right to change product specifications at any time without notice or incurring obligation. For full specification details and information on standard and optional equipment please contact your authorised McLaren Retailer.

Weight saving and enhanced performance is dependent on the overall options chosen for the vehicle and cannot be guaranteed. Weight and performance can be influenced by other environmental and external factors.

The provision of details contained in this brochure, are not, and should not be constructed as, an offer to sell or supply products or services, and the seller or supplier may always accept or reject your offer at its sole discretion.

All products contained in this brochure are subject to availability and may be withdrawn without notice. All products and all prices are also subject to change without notice.

McLaren own or have a licence to use all intellectual property rights contained in this brochure and any material or trademarks published in it. All such works are protected by trademark protection and copyright laws and McLaren reserves all such rights. Other trademarks, products and company names mentioned in this brochure may be the trademark of their retrospective owners or licensors and the rights in such trademarks are reserved to their respective owners or licensors. You must not copy or use any content contained in this brochure for commercial purposes without a valid licence or written consent to do so.